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INTRODUCTION 

"What this series will be decided by is who has the best goaltending." 
"It all boils down to goaltending." "Our guy in the nets came up big for us." 

— Quotations from coaches everywhere 

No player is more instrumental in determining the outcome of a hockey game than the 
goaltender. 

It must be the objective of every successful coach to make a commitment to fully develop 
the skills and abilities of his goaltenders. 

In the 90's we have witnessed changes in the game of hockey that impact goaltending: 
— Coaches and players demonstrating more creativity in offense and attack options 
— Increased focus on speed and skating skills 
— Emphasis on power play as a specialty weapon 
— Crashing the net 
— Superior equipment- sticks, skates, helmets...  

To meet the challenges the game of today presents, goaltenders in the 90's must offer: 
— High athletic ability- quickness, agility, endurance 
— Superior mobility- skating skills 
— Effective positioning to take the net away from shooters 
— Mentally focused on the play and the puck 
— Control and handling the puck to a high level 

This paper is intended for the advanced coach to reinforce his knowledge of goaltending 
techniques and skills, and provide information for effective goaltending coaching. 
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OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this presentation participants will be able to: 

— recognize the key elements of an effective stance 

— understand the concepts of positional play 

— develop a check list of goaltending's primary physical and mental skills 

— identify methods of building relationships between the coach and the goaltender 

— develop ideas on creating a climate where athletes motivate themselves 

— use evaluating tools to provide performance feedback including video 

— develop on-ice drills to enhance goaltending skills 
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STANCE 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER 
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BALANCE 

• Goalie should feel like a well oiled machine —fluid, 
"ready" to make any skating or shot blocking movement. 
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POSITIONING 

"PLAYING THE ANGLES" 

Development of the goaltenders skating ability; forward, backward and laterally is very 
important to attain positioning skills. 

Goa(tenders must position themselves in relation to the puck, the net and the opposition. 
Proper positioning, often referred to as "playing the angles" is essential at all times. The 
basis of positional play is to take away as much of the net as possible in relation to the puck. 

When learning proper positioning, the goaltender must understand the following theories: 

O Centre Line 

O Horizontal Angle 

O Vertical Angle 

O Short Side 

CENTRE LINE THEORY 

The Centre Line Theory is a method of teaching positional play. This theory is illustrated: 

NOTE: The theory does 
not apply when the puck is 
below the but side hash 
marks on the face off 
circles. At that point the 
Goaltenders play the short 
side. 

When positioned properly, an imaginary line can be drawn from the puck to the mid point 
of the goal line. The goaltender must assume a position on this line in order for this prin-
ciple to be effective. The goaltender has one skate on either side of the line. 
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HORIZONTAL ANGLE THEORY 
_ 

When the puck is in front of the net, the shooting angle has maximum net to hit. The avail-
able net decreases as the goaltender moves out toward the puck. 
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VERTICAL ANGLE THEORY 

The goaltender must position himself to minimize the top corners of the net. This entails 
moving outside the crease so high shots have little net to hit. 
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SHORT SIDE THEORY 

This theory is an exception to the centre line theory. The short side is coming from a sharp 
angle, from the dot to the goal line. 

The goaltender takes post side completely away, forcing the shooter to shoot accross the 
goaltender's body to the far side. 

The goaltender is required to move in only one direction. 
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_POSITIONING - SUMMARY 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER 

Center on and play the puck to leave the least possible amount of net exposed for a shot. 

Three concerns: 

O Center on the puck, not the puck carrier 

O Be in correct stance 

O Move out to challenge 

CHALLENGING 

The goaltender should be aggressive but not reckless in moving out to challenge. 

The odd/even rule is a guide: 

Odd Situation: (2 vs. 1, 3 vs. 2) 
— goaltender plays at top edge of crease since attackers have options 
Bven Situation: (2 vs. 2, 3 vs. 3) 
— goaltender is able to play outside the crease to face attack 

The goaltender must read the open pass receivers and not challenge recklessly in situations 
like two on zero. 

The compact stance with good knee bend must be used when moving out. 

The goaltender must point both shoulders at the puck and stay "square" to it. 

NOTE: Many goaltenders are beat because they play too tight to their net and do not 
challenge the puck enough! 
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CHALLENGING 

NOTES 

When the play comes over the red line the goaltender should be in position 1, 2 feet over 
the crease. 

For the majority of situations inside the blue line when the play is between the outside hash 
marks on the circles, the goaltender's skates are on the crease. 

When the puck goes deep (behind the goal line), the goaltender hugs the post. 
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GOALTENDING ADVANCED SKILLS  

REBOUND CONTROL 

BREAKAWAYS 

POKE CHECK 

STICK WORK 

SCREENED SHOTS  

DEFLECTIONS 

SHOTS FROM POINT 

SHOTS AROUND BOARDS 

LONG SHOTS 

BUTTERFLY 

STACK MOVE 
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THE COACHING CONTINUUM  

The Coach's role: 

O Player Selection 

O Setting Goals 

O Skill Development 

• .O Motivation 

O Monitoring Performance 

O Providing Feedback 

All coaches want to experience success and win. 

THE COACHING CONTINUUM 
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GOALS 

Coaches should set goals for the team and the goaltender which may include: 

O Wins 
O Points 
O Skill Development (individual and team) 
O Goals For or Against 
O Playoffs or Championships 
O Save Percentage 

— Goals should be clear, realistic, and make the athlete stretch. 

— Goals should be talked about — all of the time. 

— A goal is a dream with a deadline. 

TRAINING 

Coaches must acquire knowledge of goaltending skills and techniques. This topic will be 
discussed under the headings "Physical Skills" and ''Mental Skills". 
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PHYSICAL SKILLS 

Goalies physical skill needs must be considered in practice plan. 

Skills must be practiced using correct technique: 
— ready position 
— challenging 
— rebound control 
— standup play 
— proper work habits 
— reading attack options 

Consider a goaltending zone 

Restrict tempo, distance, and scoring ratio at times 

On ice practice activities: 
— skating routine 
— rimmers 
— spotted pucks 
— passing 
— conditioning 

Off ice program: 
— during season 
— off season 
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MENTAL SKILLS 
_ 

Mental skills are expressed by the ways we think in order to learn, solve problems, plan and 
carry out action. The primary objective of mental skills development is to enable the 
goaltender to perform to a peak level. 

Six basic mental skills have been described by Dr. Murray Smith, and will be related directly 
to goaltenders: 

RELAXATION:  The skills of relaxing with deep breathing so that muscular tension is re-
duced and thoughts and emotions are brought under control. 

MENTAL REHEARSAL:  The skill of "seeing" success in the mind. 

STAYING POSITIVE:  The skill of knowing how to avoid letting down or becoming discour-
aged, especially when faced with failure, disappointment, or an unexpected problem. 
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REALISTIC GOAL SE 1 	LING:  The skill of beginning with small incremental goals to guide 
learning and improvement, and extending this process to longer term goals. _ 

ON TASK FOCUS OF ATTENTION AND EMOTIONAL CONTROL:  The skill of focusing on 
the task at hand. 

EMOTIONAL CONTROL:  The skill of exerting conscious control of emotional reactions that 
interfere with performance. 

- 

BECOMING AND STAYING ENERGIZED.  The skill of getting into and maintaining a positive, 
energized state that matches the demands of the situation so that the athlete is ready and 
eager to perform both physically and emotionally. 
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MENTAL SKILLS - SUMMARY 

— Coaches should instruct their goaltender on the mental tools necessary to play effectively 

— Goalies must learn to allow the pleasure of playing overcome the pressure of playing. One 
may adopt the premise that pressure does not exist, no matter how significant the situa-
tion appears. Pressure exists only by perception; in the way the individual experiences, 
defines and evaluates the situation. 

— A goalie's main fear is playing poorly. Proper preparation helps prevent poor perfor-
mance. 

— Goaltenders must work to be mentally ready at all times to meet the challenge of playing 
well. They must view the opportunity to play in important games with confidence and 
optimism. They must thing heroic thoughts. 

— Goalies should work on establishing consistency in their play by doing things well every 
time out. Does your goaltender rank among the hardest workers on your team? You play 
as you practice. 

— Goalies should approach theft position in a responsible, positive manner. 

— Keeping a diary is a useful exercise for a goaltender, with emphasis on recording accom-
plishments. 

— Goalies should look forward to leading their team to victory by making key saves. 
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_BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS 

Spending time face to face with your goaltender is the foundation upon which you can 
build trust and respect. 

— Treat your goaltender as a member of the team and as a responsible person in all phases 
of his job. 

— There is no sweeter sound to a person's ears than the sound of their own name. Use first 
names as much as possible. Be careful about nicknames, sometimes they are offensive. 

— Demand rather than pamper. 

— Challenge your goaltenders to work on specific skills. 

— Demonstrate your support through instruction, drills and teaching. Walk the talk. 

— Ask your goaltender his opinion regarding drills, practices and techniques. 

— Encourage and instruct your goaltender to be a team leader. 

— Win as a team, lose as a team. Avoid making your goaltender the "goat". 

— Remember recognition and praise are powerful tools and they don't cost much. 

— Discuss your expectations at the start of the season and reinforce them throughout the 
year. 

— Remind your goaltender he needs the support of this teammates. Do not allow him to 
"blame" his teammates for goals against on or off the ice. 

— Your starter should know a day in advance when he is playing. 

— Both goaltenders on your team need to play, irrespective of the level you are coaching at. 
At higher levels, one goalie may become the starter, however, the other goaltender 
should get a reasonable opportunity to play. 
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MOTIVATION 

— Our challenge is to create a positive and supportive atmosphere in which the goalie can 
learn techniques and have fun. 

— You create conditions where athletes allow themselves to be motivated. 

— Success is based on acknowledging ongoing little things; Way to go, Claguer". 

— Coaches can use a variety of reward systems: 
- acknowledgment, positive feedback 
- increased opportunities to perform 
- provide opportunities for fun and enjoyment (don't beat the "fun" out of your players). 

— The play instinct is one of mankind's strongest. 

— Be specific about what behavior is to be rewarded. 

— Consider rewards that recognize the "Team Effort". 

— As coach, you should look at all the ways to make your team a satisfying experience for 
everyone. 

— Provide self example of leader - like attitude and behavior. 

— Demonstrate enthusiasm, energy and commitment to team success. 

— Develop a professional climate and atmosphere with things such as code of conduct, care 
and respect shown to all members of the team (executive, manager, trainers and stick 
boy alike). 
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MONITOR PERFORMANCE 

— Coaches must assess effectiveness of performance. 
— Direct observation must be ongoing. Be watchful for mechanics, such as stance, challeng-

ing, (playing high), rebound control, and handling puck. Where does the goalie end up 
after a save or goal? On his butt? (If a goalie falls back a lot after a save, his weight is on 
his heels!) 

— Observe and comment on the saves as well as goals against. 

— Utilize a "charting" system to record saves and goals against. 
— Be immediate and be constructive. "Pm monitoring so I can help you." 

— Coach should stress successes / positives: 
- "stay on your feet" versus "don't go down" 

- 'you made that save because you stood up and tracked the attacker" 

- 'play at the top of the crease" versus "don't play deep in the net" 
- "be aggressive" versus "don't stay back" 

— Be specific in your praise. "You intercepted their passouts on every occasion that period." 
— Encourage the goaltender to "self evaluate". 
— Evaluate statistical trends - wins/loses, saves, success against certain teams. 

FEEDBACK 

— The coach wants to use what has been observed to improve the goaltender's perfor-
mance. 

— Feedback should not be equated as criticism. 
— Provide feedback that is specific, immediate and constructive. Goalie should develop an 

attitude of continually working to improve. 
— Identify strengths as well as weaknesses. 
— Focus on performance not the person. 
— If in doubt, "over coach". 
— Confirm that the athlete understands the input and is able and committed to act on it. 
— Some feedback mechanisms should include "video" or "charts". 
— Video should utilize clips that show what the goaltender must do more often than clips of 

errors made. 
— Conclude feedback sessions by reloading, re-focusing or re-energizing. 
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COACHING NOTES 

— On teams with high morale, players feel valued, are given real responsibility and experi-
ence success. 

— Developing a winning attitude: 
- establish commitment to success as the norm 
- prepare players to meet challenges 
- demonstrate confidence in player's abilities 
- reward excellent performance and hard work. 

— Characteristics of effective coaches: 
- High Self-esteem 
- Goal Driven 
- Effective Communication Skills 
- Effectively uses rewards to reinforce performance and hard work 
- Flexible leadership skills 
- Establish relationships based on trust and respect 
- Emotional Control 

— Our good people need us too! Direct attention to every level of performance of the team. 

— You must always be a coach, not a spectator. 

— Failure is a temporary situation. Re-direct a learner. 

— Never let the sun set on a problem. Solve little problems immediately. 

— Players want and need discipline. 

— Catch your people doing something right. 

— Praise progress. 
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A. NOWICKI GOALTENDING SURVEY 

Q - It seems there are good goalies and a select group of very good goalies. 
What do you feel are the differences between a good goalie and a very good goalie? 

A - Beaupre 	"Making the few saves a game that you are not supposed to make." 
Bloslci 	"Six good defencemen! Ha, Ha! Seriously, I think consistency, and that comes with 

good basics and concentration." 
Burke 	"Concentration, and delivering high level performance every night." 
Froese 	"Mental toughness, team defence." 
Karchie 	"A very good goalie has a better mental approach to the game; he's better slcillwise; 

he has a tremendous desire plus he loves the game. He has the ability to concentrate 
better." 

Krill 	"Any goalie can be outstanding on a given night, but the best goalies consistently play 
to their potential. I believe inconsistency is due to lack of concentration and 
intensity." 

Kruger 	"A good goalie makes mistakes constantly and plays well one game and brutal the 
next. A very good goalie is consistent and comes prepared for every game. He 
seldom makes a mistake that costs a game for his club." 

Liut 	"One that makes the shooter beat him — and not let the goalie who tries to beat the 
shooter." 

Malarchuk 	"Concentration, confidence, quickness." 
McKay 	"A very good goalie has a knack of keeping his team in the game. He gives them a 

chance to win every game in which he is playing. I don't believe that a goalie can win 
a game by himself, but I do believe that a very good goalie loses-very few games for 
his team." 

Nowicki 	"Very good goalies are characterized by a commitment to excellence. They are 
technically sound; mentally resilient, and high level athletes. They have a burning 
desire to excel at their sport and to win for their team. They are satisfied with nothing 
less!" 

Ranford 	"The difference between good and very good is the mental part of the game. At 
higher levels the goalies are equal in skill but some are able to handle the mental part 
better." 

Raeburn 	"Good goalies achieve flow once in a while. Very good goalies are consistent and on 
top of their game day-in-day-out. Very good goalies know the limits that they are 
capable of and have a style of play that utilizes the strong areas of their game." 

Seymour 	'There are thousands of good goalies and few very good goalies. I think what makes 
a very good goalie is consistency." 

Tugnutt 	"A goalie that really believes in himself will be more successful than a goalie who has 
worries. For me, I feel being cocky makes me believe in myself." 

Wregget 	"How a goalie deals with pressure and handles himself in game situations; i.e. read' 
play, stays up or goes down." 

Whitmore 	"The difference is that the very good goalie is very confident in himself and is willing 
to work hard at all aspects of his game." 



EVALUATION CHECKLIST 

General Comments: 

a. Rating Scale: 1 (poor), 2 (fair), 3 (good), 4 (very good), 5 (excellent) 

b. Rate goaltender on each of the individual items. 

A. 	pmysIcAL CHARACTERISTICS: Relate to those characteristics which allow the goaltender 
perform the physical tasks optimally. 

1.  Balance 
— retains read position after blocking shots (particularly in close) 1 2 3 4 5 
— holds every position in movement 1 2 3 4 5 
— recovery (regains ready position after leaving his feet) 1 2 3 4 5 

2.  Mobility 
— skating ability 1 2 3 4 5 
— remains on feet 1 2 3 4 5 
— moves with speed and control in ready position 

(laterally, forward and backward) 1 2 3 4 5 
— reacts well to puck movement in zone 1 2 3 4 5 
— ability to recover from knees, side, etc. 1 2 3 4 5 

3.  Quickness 
— reacts well to quick, untelegraphed shots 

1 2 3 4 5 "one (i.e. 	time", shooting in snide) 
— effective in close 1 2 3 4 5 
— reflexive movements and reaction time 1 2 3 4 5 

4.  Stamina 
—stamina "1 2 3 4 5 
— ability to play: entire game 1 2 3 4 5 

back to back games 1 2 3 4 5 

B. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS: Relate to the actual shot-blocking skills 
of the goaltenders. 

1.  Low Shots 
— use of skates 1 2 3 4 5 
— use of stick 1 2 3 4 5 
— rebound control: off pads 1 2 3 4 5 

off stick 1 2 3 4 5 
— ability to butter fly (at proper time) 1 2 3 4 5 
— ability to maintain balance 1 2 3 4 5 

2.  High Shots 
— quickness of gloves: blocker 1 2 3 4 5 

catcher 1 2 3 4 5 
— position of gloves: 	blocker 1 2 3 4 5 

catcher 1 2 3 4 5 
— rebound control: 	blocker 1 2 3 4 5 

catcher 1 2 3 4 5 
chest 1 2 3 4 5 

— follows puck to glove 1 2 3 4 5 
— use of body 1 2 3 4 5 
— use of body and glove(s) together 1 2 3 4 5 



3. 	Use of Stick 
— passing/clearing 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— poke check: 	regular 

—quickness 	 1 2 3 4 5 
- 	 — remains balanced 	 1 2 3 4 5 

advanced 
— stays at post 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— not telegraphed 	 1 2 3 4 5 

C. 	SITUATIONAL TACTIC CHARACTERISTICS:  Considerations goaltenders must ponder depending 
upon the situation and the goaltender's response to the situation. 

1. Positioning and Angles 
— assumes neutral position at top edge of crease 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— positions self property prior to shot 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— knows position at all time 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— ability to orient self instantly 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— lines up properly on puck (in slot area) 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— aware of teams defensive philosophy (i.e. 2 vs. 1) 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— position for off-wing shots 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— knowledge of shooter options 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— knowledge of short-side theory 	 1 2 3 4 5 

7. Face-offs 
— looks for potential shooter 
— looks for draw direction 
— position for left or right centerman 
— knowledge of proper position of teammates 

3. Deflections and Screen Shots 
— ability to locate potential deflector(s) 
— position with respect to potential deflector 
— works hard to find puck 
— use of body 
— reaction to change of direction 
— control of rebounds 

4. Play at the Posts 
— positions self properly at the posts 

(when play originates in corner or behind net) 
— lateral mobility 
— covers puck at edge of crease 
— use of stick to decrease scoring opportunities 
— ability to challenge to slot pass 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

12345 
1 7  3 4 5 
1 ') 3 4 5 
1 	3 4 5 

-1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. Offensive Team Play 
— understands break out concepts 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— moves puck at proper time to proper location 

handoff 	 1 7  3 4 5 
passing 	 1 2 3 4 5 

— communication with teammates (i.e. delayed penalties, icing, etc.) 	1 2 3 4 5 
— plays puck behind the net 	 1 2 3 4 5 
— placement of puck for teammate 	 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Specific Situations 
— breakaways vs. deke 
— breakaways vs shot 
— stack move 
— multiple player rushes 
— covering up 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 



D. 	MENTAL CHARAC hRJSTICS:  Relate to those considerations for a proper attitude as well as the 
goaltenders ability to understand the game. 

1.  Concentration 
— alert at all times 1 2 3 4 5 
— follows puck at all times 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to relax at appropriate times 1 2 3 4 5 
— maintains concentration despite bad goals or early goals 1 2 3 4 5 

2.  Anticipation 
— understands offensive team play options 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to pick up open man (peripherally) 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to read plays (i.e. 2-1, 3-2, power play. back door 

and see plays forming 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to read shooter 1 2 3 4 5 
— finds puck in scramble situations 1 2 3 4 5 

3.  Consistency 
— able to make key saves 1 2 3 4 5 
— plays well both home and away 1 2 3 4 5 
— does not allow "bad" goals 1 2 3 4 5 
— consistent mental set regardless of score, opposition or time of game 1 2 3 4 5 

4.  Reaction to Pressure 
— able to perform under pressure conditions 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to play against opposition without knowing them 1 2 3 4 5 
— performs well in "big" games 1 2 3 4 5 
— performs well in tight situations 1 2 3 4 5 
— performance as a "reliever" 1 2 3 4 5 

5.  Confidence 
— in self 1 2 3 4 5 
— displays an "in charge" attitude 1 2 3 4 5 
— positive mental attitude at all times 1 2 3 4 5 

6.  Desire 
— shows determination and pride 1 2 3 4 5 
— eager to play 5  1 2 3 4 
— eager to practice 5  1 2 3 4 
— willing to work hard on own 1 2 3 4 5 

7.  Sense of Humor 
— ability to accept criticism 1 2 3 4 5 
— able to laugh at own mistakes 1 2 3 4 5 

COMMENTS.  

EVALUATOR 



"MIND VITAMINS"  

"It is amazing how much can be accomplished if no one cares who gets the credit." 
John Wooden 

"Self discipline is far more valuable than authoritarian discipline, it is what the athlete 
has, who knows his goal and sets his own path to success." 

Fred Shero, Coach, Philadelphia Flyers 

"The difference between the good and the great hockey players is their attitude. The 
good hockey players are happy to win the odd game, the great hockey players want 
to win every game." 

Fred SIzero 

"Today I have given everything I have. Anything I have saved, I've lost forever." 
Jack Donahue 

"Before I can take good care of anything or anyone else, I must first take good care of 
myself." 

SpencerJohnson, MD. 

"It is a privilege for your son to play on this team." 
Andy Nowicki, Coach, to a parent challenging team rules 

"You have to get along with your teammates. You may not like them all, but you 
need all eighteen guys playing for you." 

Al Rollins, Vezina Trophy winner, to young goalie in Nelson, B.0 — circa 1967 

"I don't care if we are down 6 to nothing. Make damn sure they have to climb moun-
tains to get a 7th." 

Coach to goalie, Moose Jaw Canucks - circa 1968 

"Your people will forgive you for just about anything, except lack of integrity." 
Manager to a young supervisor 

'We don't have a lot of material rewards; however, recognition of achievement is a 
powerful reward in itself." 

Manager to a young supervisor 

"My credo is I look for elements of beauty, love, and humor, each and every day." 
Dr. Bob Harris 

"If you, (the goaltender), have to go down, don't go down ugly." 
Leo Karchie, Goaltender on three Allan Cup teams 

'Wishing is not good enough." 
Wm. AS. Orban 

"Excellence for you is doing the very best you can today." 
"When your personal excellence is equal to or better than those you play with, you 
have reach an excellent level." 
"Maintaining excellence requires a constant effort to improve in all possible ways." 

Murray Smith 



"I believe in team work and discipline. We have no heroes. I want players to give maximum effort. 
If you make honest mistakes, you can play for me. If you are dishonest, you are gone. People only 
remember the last game you played. Thank you." 

Cliff Stewart, Coach, Dutch National Team 

"Never let this sweater touch this floor again." 
Montreal Captain, Jean Beliveau, to a rookie who tossed his sweater on the dressing room floor 

"Work with people; manage things; be innovative and creative, learn from our failures." 
Joel Christiansen, managementphilosophy 

'We must either find a way or make one." 
Hannibal 

"Success and failure are not opposites. They look so much alike they sometimes can fool us. Suc-
cess is taking a series of small commitments and meeting them head on. Failure is taking on a set 
of commitments and compromising against them. You fail one compromise at a time. Success and 
failure are mirror images of one another. So close but hard to tell apart." 

Mike Moller, Captain, Team Canada 

"It's what you learn after you know it all that counts." 
John Wooden 

"If you work hard in practice it will show up in your game." 	
Bill Ranford 

"I don't give a damn about the third man in rule. If one of your teammates is in trouble, you help 

Don Cheny, Coach, Boston Bruins 

"We are continually faced by great opportunities brilliantly disguised as insoluble problems." 
Anonymous 

"Commitment and trust are critical for coach success. The atmosphere becomes tradition. 
Whether players like you or not, they'll still believe in you, with your trust and commitment to the 
team." 

Ron Kraft, Coach, Red Deer College Kings 
1994 ACAC Champions 

"Character is destiny." 
Heraclitus 

"You have to perform at a consistently higher level than others. That's the mark of a true profes-
sional." 

Joe Paterno 
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GOALTENDING MENTAL NOTES 

"I try and regulate my emotions. It is better to be middle to high than at a low. When 
I am at a low, I try to pick myself up." 

Bill Ranford 

"The goalie should try to be a leader. I am quiet so I try to lead with my play." 
Bill Ranford 

"The difference between good and very good goalies is the mental part of the game. 
At higher levels the goalies are equal in skill but some are able to handle the mental 
part better." 

Bill Ranford 

"In developing a positive relationship with the other goalie on your team you have to 
remember you are playing on the same team for the same cause, but don't let that 
stop the competitiveness to be number one." 

Bill Ranford 

"On the day of the game I try to think as little as possible about the game until I get to 
the rink." 

Bill Ranford 

"In building a positive attitude toward goaltending you challenge yourself. Against a 
strong team you do not want to think how bad you will be beat but how well you 
will do. It is a battle of the mind." 

Bill Ranford 

"It is the goalie's job on any team to keep your team in the game, to give your team- 
mates an opportunity to win. 	 _ 

Bill Ranford 

"As I see it, no one can steal the methods of craftsmanship. It is necessary to feel and 
develop them in yourself. They are directly related to experience, and without it, 
have no value." 

Tretiak 

"I followed the eyes of the player who was handling the puck. If, at the last moment, 
he looked first at me, and then at the puck, I knew he would shoot himself. But if he 
looked for a moment at his teammate, and then at the puck, I knew he would pass to 
his partner, and I was ready for it." 

Tretiak 

"The goalkeeper has to see the puck the moment it leaves the curve of the hockey 
stick." 

Tretiak 

"Probably, the most typical shortcoming of the majority of goalkeepers is their mental 
failure, especially during important games with a strong opponent. Some make the 
serious mistake of being afraid to lose, or feeling uncomfortable." 

Tretiak 



"'Muscle memory' is a phrase physiologists sometimes use. It means that for many 
movements we make, our muscles move with no message from the brain telling 
them to move, that stored in the muscles is a learned capacity to move a certain way, 
and, given stimulus from the spinal cord, they move that way." 

Ken Dryden 

When a game gets close to me, or threatens to get close, my conscious mind goes 
blank. I feel nothing, I hear nothing, my eyes watching the puck, my body moves — 
like a goalie moves, like I move. I don't tell it to move or how to move or where. I 
don't know it's moving, I don't feel it move, yet it moves. And when my eyes watch 
the puck, I see things I don't know I'm seeing. I see Larson and Nedomonsky as they 
come on the ice, I see them away from the puck, uninvolved. I see something in the 
way a shooter holds his stick, in the way his body angles and turns, in the way he's 
being checked, in what he's done before that tells me what he'll do — and my body 
moves. I let it move, I trust it and the unconscious mind that moves it." 

Ken Dryden 

"When I couldn't see a shot, yet felt my body move, I let myself go and stopped it — 
anticipation." 

Ken Dryden 

"I work all day to blank my mind. I want eyes, mind, body and puck to make their 
quickest, surest connection." 

Ken Dryden 

"A certain character of mind, a mind emotionally disciplined, one able to be focussed 
and directed, a mind under control. Because the demands in a goalie are mostly 
mental, it means that for a goalie, the biggest enemy is himself. Not a puck, not an 
opponent, not a quirk of size or style, him. The stress and anxiety he feels when he 
plays, the fear of failing, the fear of being embarrassed, the fear of being physically 
hurt, all are symptoms of his position, in constant ebb and flow, but never disappear-
ing. The successful goalie understands these neurosis, accepts them, and puts them 
under control. The unsuccessful goalie is distracted by them, his mind in knots, his 
body quickly following." 

Ken Dryden 

"The great satisfaction of playing goal comes from the challenge it presents to give 
the team what it needs, when it needs it." 

Ken Dryden 

"What I enjoy most about goaltending now is the game itself, feeling myself slowly 
immerse in it, finding its rhythm, anticipating it, getting there before it does, chal-
lenging it, controlling a play that should control me, making it go where I want it to 
go, moving easily, crushing by within myself, delivering a clear, confident message to 
the game." 

Ken Dryden 
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DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES 

Some of the desirable attributes an individual should have to play in goal include: 

1. Willingness to learn 
A desire to reduce mistakes and to improve. A view that every goal may have 
been preventable. A willingness to accept advice from the coach. 

2. Character and Poise 
A dedication to the goals and betterment of the team. Playing hard every night. 
Poise is grace under pressure. 

3. Confidence 
The goaltender must have a positive attitude toward his position and the role 
he plays on the team. He must accept the fact that goals will be scored against 
him and not get discouraged. 

4. Maturity 
The goalkeeper must learn to accept responsibility for his role with the team. 
This means accepting credit gracefully where due and accepting constructive 
criticism were applicable. 

5. Concentration 
The goalkeeper must keep his mind on the puck and the game. 

6. Physical Skills  
The position requires skating ability, flexibility, reflexes, balance, coordina-
tion, eyesight, leg strength and excellence in other sports. 

7. Leadership 

The goalkeeper should express his leadership as an extension of his true per-
sonality. He should be a good team man and work to develop good relation-
ships on his team. 

8. Intelligence 

Goalkeepers have to make decisions based upon rapidly changing situations 
on the ice. 

9. Desire 
A burning desire to master the requirements of the position in order to keep 
from being score on. 

10. Consistency 
A desire to get into condition and to practice and play hard every time out. 



GOALTENDING DRILLS  

MOVEMENT DRILLS NOTE: Use Correct Stance 	 (Without Shooting) 

 

1. POST TO POST 

 

— warm up drill 
— 6 times - do slowly 

2. SEMI-CIRCLE CREASE 

 

 

— short quick shuffles 
— 3 times each way 
— increase tempo 

3. RECTANGULAR CREASE 

 

— trace crease 
— 2 lateral shuffles across top 
— 3 times each way 

4. LEITER DRILLS  
— these movements start at top of crease 
— out on angle, back to top crease 
— go across crease - out on other angle 
—6 times 

wt. 	_ from top corner of crease 
— push to point 6' from mid-crease then pivot and push 

to other corner 
—6 times 

"W" 	— same as "U" only insert a "V" from top of crease 
— 6 times 

"Y" 	— out from corner of crease to mid-ice 
— out 2 cuts - return and to other corner 
— 6 times 



TENNIS BALLS 

1,2, Juggle 
Hop and juggle 
Bounce off blocker 
In pairs, toss one ball, two, add hand clap 
In pairs, off blocker, while on knees 
Self, blocker & stick 
Self, off wall, one hand throw, one hand catch 
In pairs, throw, turn, catch 
Duck walk while kicking side to side, bouncing ball 
Striding — one goalie on another's shoulders, goalie on top juggling 
Run on floor bouncing one ball, then two 
In squat position, kick from side to side while moving forward bouncing tennis ball 
In pairs, with palms on top of one another, one man tries to hit back of other player's hands 
Bounce two balls, moving from close to body to further out 

SOCCER BALL 

Toss ball up 360° circle and catch 
Toss ball up 2 x 360° circle and catch 
Toss ball up, squat, lie down, jump up 
Standing on one foot, balance ball on other foot 
Drop ball from shoulders, catch between legs 
Standing, toss ball over head (in front) and catch behind 
Do the reverse of the above 

FOCUS AND ATTENTION / CONCENTRATION 

Four Objects — bounce tennis ball (have pre-selected two near objects, two far objects) 
Basic stance, on whistle go through usual sequence — focusing on near/far objects as quickly as 

possible. Repeat. 



Red Deer Rebels 
Goaltenders Diary 

Date: 	  Rebels vs 	  at 	  

Score: 
	Rebels = 	 

Record: 
	Minutes Played: 	  Goals Against: 	  

Shots on Goal: 	  Save % 	  

Shots from Rebounds: 	  

Goals from Rebounds 	  

Game Overview 	  

Strong Points: 	  

Areas Requiring Improvement: 	  

Work Plan. Next Practice / Game: 	  
(Technical, Mental, Physical) 
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Red Deer Rebels Hockey Club 

Date: 	  Rebels vs 	  at 	  
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GOALTENDING PRACTICE 

The objectives for a goaltending practice should consider: 
— skill development for game situations 
— drills to enhance strengths and upgrade weaknesses 
— goalie to demonstrate proper technique at all tunes 
— drill design to consider available time, ice area, and number of shooters 

Your checldist in preparing your practice plan should include: 

WARM-UP 
— Goalies skating routine, programmed shooter to hands and feet from slot, stretching 
— Long shots from 40 ft. out at various angles (3 lane shooting drills) 

DRILL SELECTION  
The drills you select should have an identifiable purpose for the goaltender such as: 
Lateral movement 
Positioning 
Angle play 
Coming off the post 
Puck handling 
Poke check 
Tracking the puck 
Reading the attack 
Screen shots 
Shots must come from a variety of situations that are game-like. 

TEACHING SEQUENCE  
— Explain, demonstrate, skill and allow goaltender to practice. 
— Initial shooting may be slower, spaced longer, before moving to game-like tempo. 
— Goaltender should be "re-positioned" with "eye contact" prior to drill recommencing. 

TIMING 
— Ensure you build on some "rest" zones and "breaks" so goalies do not get over-tired and develop 

bad habits. 
— Often re-grouping at the coach's board allows for drill explanation and permits recuperation and 

water break. 

SUCCESS RATIO  
— Ensure your goaltender has an opportunity to make the save in your drills. Activities such as five 

on zero or three on zero are dangerous (force him to guess). I recommend if you do three on 
zero, no passes are allowed from the hash marks in. Your goalie should stop 90% of the shots. 

— While many drills lack checking pressure, be alert that shooters attack with speed and desire 
and don't let them coast. 
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OTHER NOTES  

— Explain to your players who the drill benefits most; some drills are most beneficial to the 
goaltender; SOMC drills have a lower success opportunity for the goalie. 

— Explain that close in "head shots" are not permitted. Your goaltender should not be a target. 
— Shooters should play rebounds on most drills in a game-like manner. Shooters should not fire 

pucks after their play is finished and the goalie is re-directing himself to the next sequence. 
— Reinforce to your goaltender the need to work hard and demonstrate "game-like" technique. Be 

watching for: 
— fully set ready position (no last second adjustments) 
— proper positioning (ensure challenge is realistic and not reckless) 
— rebound control (ensure loose pucks are cleared every time) 
— communication - i.e. "I've got the puck carrier." 

— Remind your goaltending that the team depends on him for big saves; he relies on the team for 
support. Teammates respect a goaltender who plays hard in both practices and games. 

— Build in competition to some of your drills, generate enthusiasm, have some fun! 

QUOTE: 
"Take pride in your play." — Dale Henwood, Team Canada 
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SHOOTING DRILLS 

WARM UP 
GOALIE SKATING ROUTINE 
— post to post, crease, arc, u, v, w, y (6 times each) 

GOALIE: 	— Skating skills - lateral, forward & backward 

STATIONARY SHOOTER 
— Low shots to feet 
— High shots to hands 
— No attempt to score 

GOALIE: 	Get feel for puck, rebound control 

POSITIONING DRH,L 
— Carry puck in "square"; behind net, to dot, laterally across 

front of net, back to starting point. 

GOALIE: 	Hugs post - tracks puck behind net, moves off post 
and steps out, shuffles across then moves back to 
post. 

THREE LANE SHOOTING 
— Centres feed wings when they hit red line, then C goes 

last. Go both ways, at same time. Wingers stay wide (use 
glove on ice). Shooter retrieves puck, comes out with 
speed. 

GOALIE: 	— Angle play, lateral movement, rebound con- 
trol 
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THREE LANE SHOOTING — GOALIE PASSER  

All skaters in three lines in one end. 

— Goalie hits right wing first. When right wing reaches blue 
line, left wing leaves, goalie hits with pass, when left wing 
hits blue line, center leaves, cuts passing angle, goalie hits. 
All shots taken outside dots. 

— Re-group at opposite end for return. 

GOALIE: 	Passing, break out play, warm up 

HALF ICE DRILLS  
Suitable for one end of rink. 

LATERAL MOVEMENT WITH PRESSURE  

— 01  swings out, gets puck from 02, goes around pylon, and 
skates across through hash marks, parallel to net. Shoots 
after mid-point of net. 

Progression: 02  chases 01  

GOALIE. 	Tracking, lateral movement 

LATERAL MOVEMENT - DOT TO DOT  

— 02  carries, 01  leaves at same time. 02  makes lateral pass at 
dot to 01  who stops puck, wrist shot from dot. 

GOALIE: 	Tracking, lateral movement 
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DELAY DRILL 
— Two rows at blue line 01  skates over blue line and delays 

(turns to wall) 
— 02  drive skates to net and receives pass from 01  
Alternate sides. 
Variation: Low delay 

GOALIE: 	Lateral movement, stack pads, poke check 

TWO SHOT DRILL 
— 01  drives down wing and shoots. 
— Gets loose puck and pass to 02  for shot. 
— 01  then takes 02  position. 02  goes to end of line. 
After everyone shoots, alternate sides 

GOALIE: 	Angles, lateral movement 

FOUR SHOT DRILL 
— 01  skates over blue line and slaps shot, picks up second 

puck and carries. 

—02  shoots wrist shot upon making eye contact with goalie. 
— 03 shoots wrist shot upon making eye contact with goalie 
—04  attacks net down low. 01  goes to 03, 03  to 02, 02  to end 

of line 
After everyone shoots, alternate sides. 

GOALIE: 	Facing multiple shots, reactions 
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LOW ATTACK DRILL 
Two rows outside blue line 
— 01  drives down wall and attacks around pylon, down low. 
Alternate sides 
— Receives pass from opposite row 

GOALIE: 	Plays one on zero attack down low, poke 
check, tight net play 

NEAR SIDE PASS OUTS  
— Three on zero 
— First skater drives down wing 
— Second skater trails for pass out 
— Third skater to net for pass out 

GOALIE: 	Tracking puck, hugging post, challenge slot, 
rebound control 

THREE SHOT DRILL 
1. Skate over blue line 5 feet and slap shot. 
2. Group two skate across top of circles and wrist shot. 
3. Group three attack net low. 
Switch sides after each shot Repeat. 

GOALIE. 	Works on angles, lateral movement, tight net 
play 
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• Gill • 	D OD 
• • • 	 0 
• 0  orm  0 

TIGHT NET GAME  
— • attacks low, shoots, transition to defend 01  
— 02  attack as • skates to top of circle 
— After 01  attacks low 

GOALIE: 	Playing tight net two on one 

so ME. 

PASS OUTS (TWO SHOTS) 
— 01  shoots at blue line 
— Takes second puck, passes to 02  
— 02  hits 01  at hash marks for second shot. Shooter becomes 

passer 
Alternate sides 

GOALIE- 	Challenge off post, tracking 

ANGLE SHOTS  

—01  and 02  leave at same time 
—0 shoots along wall 
— 02  goes around glove on far side and shoots 
— Retrieve puck and turn hard 
Alternate sides 

GOALIE: 	Angles, rebound control 



TWO ON ZERO - LOW AROUND 
— 01  rims behind net to 02  
— 0, attacks net 
— 01  goes to net for rebound 
Alternate sides 

GOALIE: 	Playing Zone 0, Rebound control 

TWO ON ZERO - LOW ATTACK 
— C spots puck behind net for 01  
— 02  supports behind 
— 01  passes to 02  and head to front of net 
— 02  sets up 01  

GOALIE: 	Hug post, challenge move to slot, poke check 

TIGHT NET PLAY 
One on Zero 
— 01  feeds 02  who attacks, low, either side of net 
Two on Zero 
— 01  feeds 02, then joins attack 
Two on One 
— 02  and 03  get pass from 01, then attack net, 0, defends 

GOALIE: 	Follow puck behind net, play close in attack 
challenge 
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DOUBLE TIP DRILL 
— Two skaters break out, receive pass from goalie, re-group, 

attack two on zero. Head to net. 
— D men each get a pass fed from corners, take point shot. 
— O's screen. Tip. 

GOALIE: 	Passing, playing two on zero, playing screen 
shOts 

 

FULL ICE DRILLS 

 

ONE ON ONE 
— D on hash mark, F at goal line 
— F carries puck along wall 
— D goes backward to blue line, pivots and chases 

GOALIE: 	Challenging, playing one on zero 
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TWO ON ONE DRILL 
— D are split into opposite ends of rink 
— F are split into opposite ends of rink 
— D start drill by skating to mid-ice and passing back and 

forth to F until he reaches far blue line 
— F with puck swings and joins a forward from other end and 

attacks Zone 1 
— Do not allow for overpassing or going behind net with 

puck 
Progression - Three on One —2 F's join at blue line 

GOALIE: 	Playing odd attack, positioning 

TWO ON ZERO DRILL (4 CORNERS)  

— F's in all four corners 
— 2 F's leave at same time, goalie feeds 
— Attack two on zero 
Progression - Add D on point for short, attack screen, deflect 
Progression - Three on zero 

GOALIE: 	Facing two on zero attack, positioning, screens, 
deflections 
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THREE MAN HORSESHOE  
— F, and F2  go along wall, curl deep for pass 
— F3 delays high 
— F1  relays to F2  to F3  for shot 
— F1  gets second puck and sends F2  for shot 
— F1  gets third puck and goes for shot 

GOALIE: 	Positioning, rebound control 

EVALUATION DRILL -  
DALE HENWOOD'S MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 
— 01  carries and shoots from wide angle 
—02  carries three strides behind 0, and passes to 03  who 

supports wide 

GOALIE: 	Positioning, lateral movement 



REBELS SHOWDOWN 
Two rows of players on wall on either side of red line 
— One player picks up puck and attacks one end 
— Other skater attacks opposite end 
— After initial attack, skaters go back to center, pick up puck 

and attack far end. 
— One of two shots must be around pylon. 
— If skater scores with both pucks, goes to winner's side, if 

not, drops out. 

GOALIE: 	Playing one on zero, conditioning drill 
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